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HISTORICAL SKETCH

John Barker (1798-1858) was born in Lincolnshire, England, and moved to the United States with his family in 1853. They settled near Connersville, Indiana, but later moved about the state. Sons who appear in the correspondence are Thomas, William, and Barton; daughters are Frances (who married William Ridge) and Mary (who married Edward Widdup). The men of the family were blacksmiths, sometimes combining their work with farming.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

This collection consists of photocopies of twenty-one letters written by John Barker and his family in Indiana to relatives in England. The letters have been numbered, and a key to the letters, along with a family tree, is part of the collection.

Much of the subject matter of the letters is news about family health, moves, marriages, and deaths. There is also quite a bit of material about the current prices of goods. One letter goes into detail about the rates charged for different jobs of blacksmithing; another contrasts "master"-worker relations in England and America; another shows an unsympathetic attitude toward the idea of freeing blacks during the Civil War.
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